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The orientation of early medieval churches in
England

Peter G. Hoare and Caroline S. Sweet

Early medieval (seventh to early twelfth century) churches in central and southern
England display an average alignment which is close to true east (x̄=88°T, n=183).
This near liturgically-correct orientation can only have been achieved by astronomical
means. Sixty-two per cent of the measured buildings lie within the range 80°–100°T;
such relatively minor discrepancies may be due largely to foundation setting-out errors.
A considerable proportion of those churches which deviate significantly from true east
were probably established on sites which were constrained by older structures in towns,
and perhaps by the natural topography in rural areas.  2000 Academic Press

Introduction

Christian churches in western Europe, with notable exceptions, chiefly in Italy, are
broadly in alignment with east.[1] It has been asserted that the many buildings which
are not oriented sensu stricto are aligned with sunrise on the feast day of the saint to
whom they were originally dedicated,[2] one of the solstice days,[3] the day the foundations
were prepared[4] or on 1 May.[5] Rodwell, however, believed that these structures were
accommodated within the existing townscape or landscape.[6] We have conducted the
first large-scale field study of the orientation of early medieval English churches in
order to examine these proposals.

The age of the fabric investigated

The selection of churches for study was made by reference to Anglo-Saxon Architecture.[7]

The dating of buildings described in these volumes frequently presented their authors
with difficulties.[8] Furthermore, numerous structures have foundations which are older
than the visible fabric;[9] and Anglo-Saxon architectural styles were not forsaken
throughout the country immediately after the Norman Conquest. An Anglo-Saxon age
may be demonstrated using non-architectural evidence in only a very few instances.[10]

Consequently, the time of construction of these churches is frequently uncertain; a
considerable number of so-called late Anglo-Saxon buildings (including some listed by
the Taylors) probably belong to the Norman period.[11] Much research has been carried
out since the publication of Anglo-Saxon Architecture, but it has not been superseded;
several revised building dates have yet to appear in print.[12] Since the precise age of
the fabric is not critical to our work, we have examined churches (or parts thereof)
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Figure 1. St Mary’s and All Saints, Newton-by-Castleacre, Norfolk (52·7056°N, 0·7085°E; TF
830155) (70°T). The Taylors described this building in Anglo-Saxon Architecture (see Note 7) as
dating from period C3. They regarded the two uppermost windows in the south wall of the
square axial tower as typical of Anglo-Saxon architecture. The belfry window consists of two
triangular-headed lights with a simple stone mid-wall shaft; below this, there is a (considerably

modified) double-splayed, round-headed window.

T 1 The sub-period divisions employed by the Taylors in Anglo-Saxon Architecture

A1 AD 600–650 B1 AD 800–850 C1 AD 950–1000
A2 AD 650–700 B2 AD 850–900 C2 AD 1000–1050
A3 AD 700–800 B3 AD 900–950 C3 AD 1050–1100

S-N AD 1066–1116

S-N=Saxo-Norman.

displaying architectural styles which are widely regarded as Anglo-Saxon (or Saxo-
Norman) (Figure 1), but have taken the precaution of referring to them as ‘early
medieval’. The sub-periods employed by the Taylors in Anglo-Saxon Architecture (Table
1) are provided here for guidance only.[13]
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The field measurement of orientation

Orientation was usually determined by holding a liquid-filled magnetic compass[14]

against the wall of a church.[15] Readings were taken at intervals along the length of
the early medieval fabric, and the mean was adopted if the range did not exceed >4°.
The overall alignment of particularly uneven surfaces was established by sighting with
a hand-held liquid prismatic compass.[16] This instrument was also employed where the
magnetic compass would have been influenced by local sources of attraction[17] and
natural ferruginous materials,[18] and where the fabric was not directly accessible. The
majority of the measurements were made internally; external readings were generally
obtained only when we were unable to enter a church.

The builders of early medieval churches commonly displayed a remarkable disregard
for the right angle.[19] Where such seemingly careless workmanship occurs, the short-
axis (that is, north–south) walls usually appear to be at variance with the rest of the
structure.[20] Consequently, we preferred to examine long-axis (that is, west–east) walls
if these were available; the orientation of other parts of the building was determined
only as a check against gross measurement errors. We tried to avoid short stretches of
fabric such as tower walls, which the builders may have found difficult to align, and
tower and chancel arches, which may have been repositioned. The problem of skewed
churches, those in which distinct parts are not collinear, seldom arose since few of the
buildings we examined had both an early medieval nave and chancel. Where skewness
did occur, the difference in alignment was usually small and we adopted the mean value
(but see below).

The orientation of 181 churches in central and southern England was measured
between May 1994 and August 1995 and on 11 August 1997. The western baptistery
and turriform nave of St Peter’s, Barton-Upon-Humber, Humberside,[21] date from
different periods, display significant skewness and are treated separately. The foundations
of St Augustine’s church, Canterbury, Kent,[22] also belong to two distinct episodes.
Thus, we examined 183 discrete structures.

The reliability of the data

The magnetic compass is graduated in 2° divisions and is readable to 1°; it has a
maximum accuracy of 1·8° (manufacturer’s figure). The prismatic compass has 1°
divisions and is readable to 0·5°; the hand-held instrument is accurate to <1°.[23] Other
errors inherent in compasses[24] are thought to be relatively small. Since we were obliged
to record an average value for an irregular wall, the definition of orientation in these
instances is inexact. The quality of our data is variable, and we are unable to match
the precision claimed by others.[25] The Earth’s magnetic field experiences variations or
‘storms’.[26] Their effect on our results is probably less important than the deviation of
the compass needle caused by unseen sources of attraction close to the measurement
position;[27] they are unlikely to have had a profound influence on the statistics.

Results

The location and true orientation[28] of each measured church is illustrated in Figure 2,
the range of alignments is summarized in Figure 3 and statistics are given in Table 2.[29]

The orientation of the churches ranges from 42° to 128°T. The Rayleigh test provides
statistical evidence of a non-uniform distribution, although the circular standard
deviation (±12°) indicates considerable dispersion about the mean (88°T). Only three
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Figure 2. The position and orientation (°T) of individual early medieval churches measured in
this study.

churches are aligned with true east, but 25 (14 per cent) lie between 88° and 92°T and
114 (62 per cent) occupy the range 80°–100°T. Ninety-nine buildings (54 per cent) are
oriented north of east, 81 (44 per cent) to the south of east. When the results are
divided according to the period of construction, each group is seen to be centred on
true east or to deviate only very slightly from that direction.

Discussion

The non-uniform distribution of the data provides a statistical underpinning of the
contention that Christian churches were set out according to a strongly-held purpose.
The mean value is a powerful indication that a liturgically-correct alignment was
regarded as desirable, and that attempts to achieve this met with considerable success.
However, the range of values suggests that this ambition was sometimes overridden by
other considerations or was overlooked.
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Figure 3. The range of orientations of early medieval churches determined in this study, the
length of the solar arc and the position of sunrise on 1 May. Variations in the location of

magnetic east during the period 600–1000 are also indicated.

First, we explain how the position of true east was established in early medieval
times; second, the data are examined for evidence that one or other sunrise theory,
discussed in the introduction, might be applicable; third, the irregular distribution of
observations on either side of east are investigated; and finally we consider those
churches which fall outside the range 80°–100°T.

The determination of true east by astronomical means

It is evident from Bede’s (672/673–735) writings that early medieval folk in England
possessed a significant knowledge of astronomy.[31] Thus, they would have known that
true south is indicated by the position of the sun at its daily culmination, when a stick
pushed into the ground gives rise to the shortest shadow.[32] Less conveniently, true east
is marked by sunrise at the vernal (>20 March) and autumnal (>22 September)
equinox.[33] The north celestial pole moves by 1° every 72 years; the pole star would
therefore have formed an unsatisfactory reference point.[34]
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T 2 Statistical summary of early medieval church orientations measured in this study

Construction date∗ All A C C1 C3 ?S-N

n† 183 18 55 10 76 19
Mean angle 88° 88° 90° 93° 86° 87°
Confidence interval of mean ±2° ±7° ±3° ±10° ±2° ±5°
Length of mean vector‡ 0·98 0·96 0·98 0·97 0·98 0·98
Rayleigh test of uniformity§ 0·00 <0·01 0·00 0·00 0·00 <0·01
Circular variance 0·02 0·04 0·02 0·03 0·02 0·02
Circular standard deviation ±12° ±16° ±12° ±13° ±11° ±11°
Standard error of mean ±0·9° ±3·8° ±1·6° ±5·0° ±1·3° ±2·4°

∗The approximate limits of these intervals are given in Table 1.
† There are too few churches of period B and sub-period C2 age to provide meaningful statistics. The
orientation of Holy Trinity, Milton Regis, Kent,[30] is taken into account only in the ‘All’ column as the
age of the fabric is uncertain.
‡ This statistic indicates the extent to which the observations are clustered around the mean; the larger the
value (maximum=1), the greater the clustering.
§ The Rayleigh test calculates the probability that the data are distributed in a uniform manner (0=non-
uniform; 1=uniform); the values are quoted at the 95 per cent confidence level.

Kendall’s attempt to orient graves with sunrise achieved an accuracy of ±5°.[35] We
cannot expect early medieval church-builders to have been as successful since (1) their
determination of a cardinal point by celestial means may have been in error to this
extent[36] and (2) the derivation of east from the position of south required the
construction of a right angle, a procedure they often approached in a cavalier manner.[37]

Fisher believed that discrepancies of up to >20° could be explained by lackadaisical
surveying methods.[38] It would be convenient to adopt this figure since 161 (88 per
cent) of the surveyed churches fall within the range 70–110°T, but we regard it as too
generous. We suggest instead a tolerance of ±10°, thus accounting for 114 (62 per
cent) buildings. Such relatively small errors might be due to an inaccurate knowledge
of the time of day and a variety of indeterminate causes.

Orientation by the use of the magnetic compass

The first western European records of the magnetic compass are probably those by
Neckham (>1187) who referred to its use by mariners.[39] However, it was almost
certainly first employed for terrestrial navigation[40] and, significantly, Neckham does
not write about the device as if it were a recent invention.[41] The earliest form of the
instrument may have predated Neckham’s texts by several centuries.[42]

Magnetic north lay a considerable distance to the east of true north throughout the
early medieval period[43] (Figure 3). The magnitude of the magnetic declination[44] was
probably not known in western Europe until the first half of the fifteenth century.[45]

Figure 3 indicates that the churches in our study are centred on true, rather than
magnetic, east.[46] Furthermore, since the magnetic declination increased from 8°E to
28°E between 800 and 1000, and then slowly decreased to 20°E by 1100,[47] the use of
the compass to determine magnetic east (via magnetic north) would have yielded
strongly positively-skewed orientation data.

Rodwell and Rodwell suggested that the ?tenth century timber church at Rivenhall,
Essex,[48] which is oriented 85°T, was set out on a magnetic bearing.[49] The magnetic
declination varied from 18°E to 28°E during the tenth century.[50] Thus, we would expect
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the church to be aligned at least 18° to the south of true east if the site had been laid
out using a magnetic compass but in ignorance of the magnetic declination.[51]

Alignment with the position of sunrise on a particular day

Since only one of the churches examined by us (St Mary Bishophill Junior, York;
42°T)[52] lies outside the solar arc (Figure 3), it is conceivable that one or more sunrise
models, discussed in the Introduction, may apply to some of our results.

There are a number of imponderables.

(1) In only a very few cases can the early medieval dedication of a church in our
survey be verified.[53] Furthermore, certain saints have several feast days, although
one is usually more highly regarded than the others.

(2) Calculation of the sunrise position is only reliable for level sites with an unimpeded
view of the eastern horizon. Intervening land masses, woods and buildings will
delay the (apparent) sunrise, perhaps by as much as 20°.[54] Conversely, the sun
will appear earlier than is indicated in tables, and thus farther to the north, on
hill-top sites with a low, distant horizon.[55]

(3) Relatively minor differences in the position of sunrise are given by the various
‘proper moment of observation’ strategies: ‘first flash’ (when the upper limb of
the sun just appears above the horizon), exposure of half the sun or ‘whole orb’.

Despite these considerable uncertainties, a general test of the sunrise proposals may
still be undertaken. The festival dates of saints known to have been favoured by early
medieval dedications are distributed throughout the year; more significantly, several
occur when sunrise is close to the limits of the solar arc.[56] Thus, we would have
recorded a much more widely dispersed set of data if the measured churches had been
aligned with sunrise on the patronal festival day. Similarly, we may reject the suggestion
that sunrise positions at the summer (>21 June) and winter solstice (>21 December)
and on 1 May are preserved in the orientation of the buildings in our survey. We
therefore contend that the widespread and time-honoured support for the various
sunrise models is misplaced (although an occasional building may have been so aligned).

The uneven distribution of orientations about true east

The unequal arrangement of the orientation data, with a greater number of churches
being aligned to the north of east, is difficult to explain.[57] Determining the position of
east by noting the equinoctial sunrise might have led to a southerly bias in the figures
since the sun’s appearance is delayed by obstructions. Misjudgement of the culmination
of the sun would have yielded a range of church orientations, but these might be
expected to display a mean value close to 90°T. The uneven distribution of values
cannot be explained by changes in the character of the orbit of the Earth around the
sun.[58]

Churches which fall outside the range 80°–100°T

A considerable number of the 69 churches (38 per cent) which deviate by >10° from
true east, including those at the extremes of the range, can be accounted for.

Most of the early medieval churches which were constructed in major Roman
settlements had to be accommodated within townscapes which, even in the seventh
century and later, were still crowded with Roman masonry buildings.[59] Such urban
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congestion appears to have influenced the alignment of the two churches at the limits
of the range. Although St Mary Bishophill Junior in York[60] (42°T) is late in Anglo-
Saxon terms (C3),[61] its orientation reflects the local Roman street grid.[62] The alignment
of St Stephen’s, St Albans, Hertfordshire[63] (128°T), may also preserve a Roman
lineament since it occurs within a Roman cemetery and may have formed the nucleus
of a small post-Roman settlement.[64] All Hallows-by-the-Tower, London[65] (111°T), lies
parallel to and partly rests upon the Roman London Wall.[66] St Peter-on-the-Wall,
Bradwell-on-Sea, Essex[67] (76°T), was built in the gateway of the third century ‘Saxon
Shore Fort’ and follows a Roman alignment.[68]

The streets of the Roman towns of Lincoln and Colchester, Essex, were arranged
due north–south and east–west. However, St Mary-le-Wigford[69] (108°T) and St Peter-
at-Gowts[70] (106°T) in Lincoln were both originally suburban and their layout was not
controlled by the Roman grid;[71] yet they hardly represent accomplished attempts to
define true east! Holy Trinity, Colchester[72] (95°T), lies within a part of the town in
which the Anglo-Saxon street grid is the same as the Roman one.[73] The orientation
of the church may indicate that it was built squarely within the Roman/Anglo-Saxon
street plan, but its alignment also falls within the experimental error associated with
the astronomical determination of east.

St John Timberhill, Norwich, Norfolk[74] (115°T), may have been constructed on a
site which was restricted in size and shape within the congested Anglo-Saxon street
plan;[75] two of the other four churches measured by us in that city deviate from true
east by only 5° and 9°.

Construction of early medieval churches was frequently suspended during the winter
months.[76] Whilst some foundations may have been set out correctly during the non-
building period, the markers may subsequently have been disturbed before construction
began in the spring.

Conclusions

It is clear from our selection of churches that the early medieval ideal was to obtain a
liturgically-correct alignment.[77] Relatively few buildings show major deviations from
true east; some of these were arranged to fit in with the pre-existing townscape (for
example, Roman or early Anglo-Saxon lineaments such as roads and walls) or with
landscape elements.[78] Whilst a very few may have been oriented in accordance with
one of the so-called sunrise theories, none of these is widely applicable, nor is it likely
that any will ever be associated with certainty with individual buildings. We have
eliminated the use of the magnetic compass for orientation purposes, but do not claim
that the instrument was unavailable in England during early medieval times[79] since we
must allow that church-builders preferred well-established astronomical methods of
alignment for reasons of conservatism, tradition or symbolism.
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